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ABSTRACT: People store their data on conveyed capacity 
by and large now day by day. Security is a critical issue in 
placing away data on fogs. Cryptography strategies are 
very important to compel security on the data. A blend 
cryptography structure is proposed to give better security 
on the data which is placed away on disseminated capacity. 

The proposed approach uses RSA computation and DES 
estimation and gives a hybrid of the two estimations to 
offer more noteworthy security on the data prior to 
placing it on the cloud. 

The proposed computation is done in JAVA and tried on a 
model plain text. The assignment will be uncommonly 
useful for placing away data on the cloud. It is affirmed 
that the proposed estimation is working outstandingly to 
give more prominent security to data. 

INTRODUCTION 

The articulation "circulated registering" is another stylish 
articulation in the IT world. Behind this lavish awesome 
articulation there lies an authentic picture of things to 
happen to figuring for both in specific perspective and 
social perspective. Anyway the articulation "Conveyed 
processing" is later yet joining estimation and limit in 
scattered server ranches stayed aware of by untouchable 
associations isn't new yet it returned in the manner during 
the 1990s close by appropriated figuring approaches like 
organization enlisting. Appropriated processing is 
highlighted giving IT as a help of the cloud clients on-
demand premise with more critical flexibility, availability, 
steadfast quality, and adaptability with utility enrolling 
model. 

The start of circulated registering ought to be apparent as 
a headway of lattice figuring developments. The term 
Cloud enrolling was given prominence first by Google's 
CEO Eric Schmidt in late 2006. So the presentation of 
appropriated figuring is very late eccentricities despite the 
fact that its root has a spot with a couple of old 
considerations with new business, specific and social 
perspectives. As per the plan, the viewpoint cloud is 
regularly developed current cross section based designing 
and uses the network organizations, and adds a couple of 
headways like virtualization and a few strategies. In a 

word cloud is a great deal of thing PCs organized together 
in something very similar or different geographical 
regions, cooperating to serve different clients with 
different necessities and obligation on demand premise 
with the help of virtualization. 

Dispersed processing gives us a technique by which we 
can get to the applications as utilities, over the Web. It 
grants us to make, organize, and change applications on 
the web. The term Cloud suggests a Network or Internet. 
Dispersed figuring insinuates controlling, orchestrating, 
and getting to the applications on the web. It offers online 
data accumulating, system and application. Cloud can offer 
kinds of help over an organization, i.e., on open 
associations or private associations, i.e., WAN, LAN, or VPN. 
Applications, for instance, email, web conferencing, client 
associations with the chiefs (CRM), all altercation the 
cloud. Essential Concepts are certain organizations and 
models are working behind the scene making the 
disseminated processing conceivable and open to end 
clients. Following are the working models for 
appropriated figuring: 

 Sending Models 

 Organization Models 

ARRANGEMENT MODELS 

Sending models to portray the kind of permission to the 
cloud can have any of the four sorts of access: Public, 
Private, Hybrid, and Community. The Public Cloud grants 
systems and organizations to be really accessible to the 
general populace. The public cloud may be less secure 
because of its straightforwardness, e.g., email. The Private 
Cloud grants structures and organizations to be open 
inside an affiliation. It offers extended security because of 
its private nature. The Community Cloud grants systems 
and organizations to be open by social occasion affiliations. 
The Hybrid Cloud is a mix of public and private mists. 
Nevertheless, the fundamental activities are performed 
using the private cloud while the non-essential activities 
are performed using the public cloud. 
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ADMINISTRATION MODELS 

Organization Models are the reference models on which 
Cloud Computing is based. These can be arranged into 
three principal help models as recorded under: 

 Establishment as a Service (IaaS) 

 Stage as a Service (PaaS) 

 Programming as a Service (SaaS) 

There are various other assist models all of which with 
canning take the design like XaaS, i.e., Anything as a 
Service. This can be Network as a Service, Business as a 
Service, Identity as a Service, Database as a Service, or 
Strategy as a Service. The Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) 
is the most fundamental level of organization. All of the 
help models uses the key assistance model, i.e., each 
obtains the security and the board part from the essential 
model. 

INFRASTRUCTURE AS A SERVICE (IaaS) 

IaaS gives induction to head resources, for instance, real 
machines, virtual machines, virtual limit, and so on In an 
IaaS model, a pariah provider has the gear, programming, 
servers, amassing, and other structure parts for its clients. 
IaaS providers also have clients' applications and handle 
endeavors including structure upkeep, support, and 
adaptability organizing. IaaS stages offer uncommonly 
flexible resources that can be changed on demand. This 
makes IaaS proper for brief liabilities, tests, or change 
shockingly. Various characteristics of IaaS conditions 
consolidate the motorization of legitimate tasks, dynamic 
scaling, workspace virtualization, and technique based 
organizations. 

IaaS clients pay for each usage premise, typically 
persistently, week or month. A couple of providers in like 
manner charge clients considering how much virtual 
machine space they use. This pay-all the more just as 
expenses emerge model takes out the capital expense of 
sending in-house hardware and programming. In any case, 
clients should screen their IaaS environmental factors 
close to make an effort not to be charged for unapproved 
organizations. Since IaaS providers own the establishment, 
systems the leaders and noticing may end up being all the 
more hard for clients. Furthermore, expecting that an IaaS 
provider experiences individual time, clients' liabilities 
may be impacted. For the model, in case a business is 
cultivating another item thing, it might be all the more 
monetarily astute to host and test the application through 
an IaaS provider. At the point when the new writing 
computer programs is attempted and refined, it will in 
general be taken out from the IaaS environment for a more 
ordinary in-house association or to save money or free the 
resources for different ventures. Driving IaaS providers 

consolidate Amazon Web Services (AWS), Windows Azure, 
Google Compute Engine, Rackspace Open Cloud, and IBM 
Smart Cloud Enterprise. 

PLATFORM AS A SERVICE (PaaS) 

PaaS gives the runtime environment to applications, 
headway and sending instruments, etc In a PaaS model, a 
cloud provider conveys hardware and programming 
contraptions ordinarily those expected for application 
progression - - to its clients as help. A PaaS provider has 
the gear and programming on its establishment. In this 
manner, PaaS frees clients from being expected to present 
in-house hardware and programming to make or run 
another application. 

PaaS doesn't routinely displace a business' entire 
establishment. In light of everything, a business relies 
upon PaaS providers for key organizations, for instance, 
Java improvement or application working with. For 
example, sending a common business instrument locally 
may require an IT gathering to buy and present hardware, 
working structures, middleware (like data bases, Web 
servers, and so forth) the genuine application, describe 
client access or security, and a while later add the 
application to existing systems the board or application 
execution noticing (APM) gadgets. IT gatherings should 
then stay aware of these resources over an extended time. 
A PaaS provider, in any case, maintains all the essential 
figuring and programming; clients simply need to sign in 
and start using the stage - generally through a Web 
program interface. Most PaaS stages are expected for 
programming improvement, and they offer originators a 
couple of advantages. For example, PaaS licenses creators 
to consistently change or update working structure 
features. It moreover helps progression bunches 
collaborate on projects. 

Clients typically access PaaS through a Web program. PaaS 
providers then, charge for that entry for every use premise. 
A couple of PaaS providers charge a level month-to-month 
cost to get to the stage and the applications worked with 
inside it. It is basic to discuss assessing, organization 
uptime, and support with a PaaS provider prior to 
attracting their administrations. Since clients rely upon a 
provider's structure and programming, merchant lock-in 
can be an issue in PaaS conditions. Various risks connected 
with PaaS are provider excursion or a provider changing 
its improvement guide. On the off chance that a provider 
stops supporting a particular programming language, 
clients may be constrained to change their programming 
language or the real provider. Both are inconvenient and 
hazardous advances. Normal PaaS merchants fuse 
Salesforce.com's Force.com, which gives an undertaking 
client relationship the board (CRM) stage. PaaS stages for 
programming progression and the chiefs consolidate 
Appear IQ, Mendix, Amazon Web Services (AWS) Elastic 
Beanstalk, Google App Engine, and Heroku. 
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PROGRAMMING AS A SERVICE (SaaS) 

The SaaS model grants inclusion programming 
applications as help of end-clients. SaaS kills the 
prerequisite for relationship to present and run 
applications on their PCs or in their server ranches. This 
takes out the expense of hardware getting, provisioning, 
and upkeep, as well as programming approving, 
foundation, and sponsorship. Various benefits of the SaaS 
model include: 

Versatile portions: Rather than purchasing programming 
to present, or additional gear to assist it, clients with 
buying into a SaaS offering. Generally, they pay for this 
help reliably including a compensation all the more just as 
expenses emerge model. Changing costs for a typical 
working expense allows various associations to rehearse 
better and really obvious preparation. Clients can similarly 
end SaaS commitments at whatever point to close down 
those dull costs. 

Versatile use: Cloud organizations like SaaS offer high 
flexibility, which gives clients the decision to get to extra, 
or less, organizations or features on-demand. 

Modified revives: Rather than purchasing new 
programming, clients can rely upon a SaaS provider to 
normally perform updates and fix the leaders. This further 
reduces the load on in-house IT staff. 

CLOUD SECURITY 

Cloud Security Landscape While security and insurance 
concerns1 are tantamount across cloud organizations and 
regular non-cloud benefits, those concerns are improved 
by the presence of outside control over progressive assets 
and the potential for the botch of those assets. Advancing 
to public dispersed registering incorporates a trade of 
obligation and control to the cloud provider over 
information alongside structure parts that were in 
advance under the client's quick control. Despite this 
natural loss of control, the cloud organization client 
necessities to expect responsibility for its usage of 
conveyed processing organizations to stay aware of 
situational care, check decisions, set forth limits, and effect 
changes in security and assurance that are to the best 
benefit of the affiliation. Advancing to public appropriated 
registering incorporates a trade of obligation and control 
to the cloud provider over information alongside structure 
parts that were at that point under the client's quick 
control. The client achieves this by ensuring that the 
concurrence with the provider and its connected cloud 
organization understanding has fitting plans for security 
and assurance. For particular, the agreement should help 
with staying aware of legal confirmations for the security 
of data set away and took care of on the provider's 
structures. The client ought to similarly ensure fitting 

coordination of circulated registering organizations with 
their systems for supervising security and assurance. 

There are different security chances connected with 
disseminated figuring that ought to be acceptably tended 
to : 

   ● Loss of organization: In a public cloud plan, clients give 
up control to the cloud provider over different issues that 
could impact security. Notwithstanding, cloud 
organization plans may not offer a promise to decide such 
issues concerning the cloud provider, thusly leaving 
openings in safety officers. 

● Commitment vulnerability: Responsibility for parts of 
wellbeing may be separated between the provider and the 
client, with the potential for fundamental bits of the 
securities to be passed on unguarded expecting there is a 
powerlessness to convey risk. This split is most likely 
going to change dependent upon the conveyed registering 
model used (e.g., IaaS versus SaaS). 

● Confirmation and Authorization: The way that sensitive 
cloud resources are gotten to from wherever on the 
Internet expands the need to format with sureness the 
personality of a client - - especially expecting clients as of 
now consolidate laborers, project laborers, accessories, 
and clients. Strong confirmation and endorsement 
transform into a fundamental concern. 

   ● Separation disappointment: Multi-residency and 
shared resources are portraying ascribes of public 
conveyed processing. This peril class covers the failure of 
parts segregating the utilization of limit, memory, 
coordinating, and, surprisingly, remaining between 
tenants (for instance implied guest bobbing attacks). 

● Consistence and legal risks: The cloud client's advantage 
in achieving authorization (e.g., to show consistency with 
industry standards or managerial necessities) may be lost 
in the event that the cloud provider can't outfit evidence of 
their consistency with the material essentials, or doesn't 
permit audits by the cloud client. The client should ensure 
that the cloud provider has fitting endorsements set up. 

EMPLOYMENTS OF CLOUD COMPUTING 

The client probably using dispersed figuring as of now, 
whether or not you get it. Accepting you use online help to 
send an email, adjust files, watch movies or TV, focus on 
music, wreck around or store pictures and various records, 
more likely than not, appropriated processing is making it 
all possible behind the scenes. The chief dispersed 
registering organizations are hardly 10 years of age, yet as 
of now, a collection of associations from little new 
organizations to overall organizations, government 
workplaces to non-benefits are tolerating the development 
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for a wide scope of reasons. Coming up next are several 
the things you can do with the cloud: 

 Make new applications and organizations 

 Store, back up, and recover data 

 Have locales and sites 

 Move sound and video 

 Convey programming on demand 

 Explore data for models and make conjectures 

RELATED WORK 

In the Existing structure, a Data Sharing system model, 
there is various client security who might scramble 
according to their particular habits, conceivably utilizing 
different game plans of cryptographic keys. Allowing every 
client to get keys from every owner who's Their central 
idea talks about the trouble of Fully Homomorphic 
Encryption (FHE) alone for VM Cloud security. Their 
gathering request of VM Cloud Computing is definitely not 
a standard model and has very few lacks as we would 
discuss suitably. The structure communicates the security 
and assurance issues from standard VM Cloud Computing 
definitions and inspects the troubles included for FHE as 
well with respect to a few unique methods, nonetheless, 
this requires a lot of trust on a singular power (i.e., cause 
the key escrow issue). 

Round Curve Cryptography is a strategy where the keys 
expected to unscramble mixed data are held in ECC so that, 
in explicit circumstances, an endorsed pariah could get to 
those keys. These pariahs could consolidate associations, 
who could require induction to agents' private exchanges, 
or states, who could wish to have the choice to see the 
substance of encoded correspondences. 

Nuno Santos, Krishna P. Gummadi and Rodrigo 
Rodriguespropose Cloud figuring structures engage 
associations to lessen costs by reevaluating computations 
on demand. Regardless, clients of dispersed registering 
organizations by and by have no technique for affirming 
the arrangement and uprightness of their data and 
estimation. To determine this issue propose the 
arrangement of an accepted disseminated processing 
stage (TCCP). TCCP enables Infrastructure as a Service 
(IaaS) providers, for instance, Amazon EC2 to give a shut 
box execution environment that guarantees characterized 
execution of guest virtual machines. 

Accepted conveyed registering stage (TCCP) for ensuring 
the security and uprightness of computations that are 
moved to IaaS organizations. The TCCP gives the 
impression of a shut box execution environment for a 
client's VM, guaranteeing that no cloud provider's leaned 

toward chief can examine or play with its substance. 
Likewise, prior to referencing the help to ship off a VM, the 
TCCP licenses a client to constantly and remotely choose if 
the assistance backend is running a trusted in TCCP 
execution. This capacity loosens up the possibility of 
verification the entire help and thus allows a client to 
affirm if its estimation will run securely. In the proposed 
system, advise the most effective way to utilize the 
advances of trusted in enlisting developments to design 
the TCCP. 

Joshua Schiffmanand his co-makers propose the paper for 
the clients' security essential data dealing with needs are 
beginning to push back unequivocally against using 
conveyed processing. Cloud shippers run their estimations 
upon cloud gave VM frameworks, yet clients are 
concerned such host systems will no doubt not be able to 
safeguard themselves from attack, ensure withdrawal of 
client handling, or burden client taking care of precisely. 
To give confirmation of data dealing with security in fogs 
to clients, client advocate methods to additionally foster 
cloud straightforwardness using gear based check parts. 

The bound together organization of cloud server ranches 
is extraordinary for validation frameworks, enabling the 
improvement of a sensible philosophy for clients to trust 
in the cloud stage. Specifically, propose a cloud verifier 
organization that makes genuineness confirmations for 
clients to affirm the uprightness and access control 
execution limits of the cloud stage that defend the decency 
of client's application VMs in IaaS fogs. While a cloud-wide 
verifier organization could present a basic structure 
bottleneck, display that gathering checks engages gigantic 
vertical abatements. In this way, the straightforwardness 
of data security protection can be checked at a cloud scale. 

Nicolae Paladi, Antonis Michalas, and Christian Gehrmann 
propose dispersed processing has progressed from a 
promising plan to one of the speediest creating parts of the 
IT business. Regardless, various associations and 
individuals keep on a study disseminated figuring as an 
advancement that risks introducing their data to 
unapproved clients. To introduce a data grouping and 
trustworthiness protection instrument for Infrastructure 
as a Service (IaaS) fogs, which relies upon trusted in 
enrolling principles to give direct limit separation between 
IaaS clients. The system also addresses the setback of 
trustworthy data sharing parts, by giving a XML-based 
language structure that enables clients of IaaS fogs to 
securely share data and denies access opportunities 
permitted to peers. The proposed improvements have 
been prototyped as a code extension for a notable cloud 
stage. Round trip encryption has emerged as a solid 
solution for data arrangement affirmation and is moreover 
referred to as a response for the "soiled plates" issue. 
Regardless, full plate encryption makes obstructions for 
data sharing, comprehensively saw as a major part for 
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cloud applications. Notwithstanding the arrangement of 
open-source cloud the board stages (e.g OpenStack, 
Eucalyptus, Open Nebula), assignment of examined form 
assents for split data between cooperating occupants stay 
an open issue. The framework improves and grows past 
work by adding capacities to both honor induction to data 
to various IaaS cloud clients and consign access assents. 

Antonis Michalas et al proposed As the gathering of e-
prosperity game plans impels, new figuring ideal models, 
for instance, conveyed processing get the likelihood to 
additionally foster efficiency directing clinical prosperity 
records and help with reducing costs. In any case, these 
entryways present new security perils which can't be 
disregarded. Considering our contribution in sending a 
piece of the Swedish electronic prosperity records to the 
board system in an establishment cloud, we diagram huge 
essentials that ought to be seen while moving e-prosperity 
structures to the cloud. Furthermore, start to finish is 
another attack vector intrinsic to cloud associations and 
presents unique data mystery and dependability 
protection instrument for establishment fogs. This 
responsibility implies enabling the exchange of best 
practices and models learned in moving public e-
prosperity structures to the cloud. 

PROPOSED SYSTEM 

For proposed System attempt to focus on the patient-
driven, tackles the issue of surveying a limit commonly by 
various social occasions on their private wellsprings of 
data secure sharing of record participating in VM Cloud set 
away on semi-trusted in servers, and focus on keeping an 
eye on the tangled and testing key organization issues. 
Moreover, no notions are made on computational 
resources available with the social occasions. All of the 
get-togethers would complete a similar proportion of 
work which is contrary to the VM Cloud Computing 
setting. 

For change these strategies for an uneven setting like VM 
Cloud Computing where the server has immense 
proportions of handling power near with the clients, In 
solicitation to shield the singular prosperity data set away 
on a semi-accepted server, we take on Diffie Hellman is 
better than ECC as the standard encryption rough. 

Accurate lower limits on hard computations, yet 
multifaceted nature researchers have had confined 
achievement in spreading out lower limits when in doubt, 
so taking everything into account we reason fairly: we 
show that the hard estimations are basically just about as 
hard as handling some issue known or anticipated 
(ordinarily the last choice, in view of inspirations to be 
explained at the delegated opportunity) to be hard. 

The proof procedure for making announcements about the 
multifaceted nature of one issue in view of one more is 

alluded to diminish as "Using DH, access approaches are 
imparted due to the attributes of clients or data, which 
enables a patient to explicitly share her report splitting 
between a lot of clients by scrambling the record under a 
lot of characteristics, without the need to know an 
absolute summary of clients. The complexities per 
encryption, key age, and unscrambling are only 
straightforwardly with the quantity of properties included. 

SYSTEM MODEL 

REGISTRATION AND ENCRYPTION 

The client module the client program was executed using 
Java servlets and a JFrame page that summons the servlet. 
The client enters the data to be sent using the JFrame page 
which then, summons the Client servlet. The servlet then 
scrambles this data using the normal key article made by 
the Diffie-Hellman Key Agreement estimation and the Data 
Encryption Standard (in ENCRYPT mode) and sends it 
over to the server. The client served uses URL Redirection 
to send the encoded message from the client to the server. 

Data set STORAGE 

The real server is a fundamental servlet that is related 
with a data set. It receives the mixed message from the 
client and deciphers it using the normal key article created 
by the Diffie-Hellman computation and Diffie Hellman (in 
DECRYPT mode). 

At the point when the message has been scrambled the 
server will store the message into the informational 
collection, which can be recuperated at a later stage. 

Bunch KEY GENERATION WITHIN THE WORKGROUP 

The center points in the workgroup will shape a social 
occasion key. Each social occasion part will helpfully 
contribute its part to the overall get-together key. The 
social occasion key is made in a typical and contributory 
way and there is no failure point. we will create a get-
together key. The get-together people are coordinated in 
an intelligible key request known as a key tree. In the 
scattered key comprehension shows we consider, in any 
case, there is no fused key server available. Also, an 
advantage of scattered shows over the bound together 
shows is the extension in system constancy, on the 
grounds that the social affair key is created in a typical and 
contributory way and there is no point of failure. 

To capably stay aware of the social occasion key in a one of 
a kind companion bundle with various people, we use the 
tree-based assembling Elliptic Curve Diffie Hellman show. 
Each part keeps a lot of keys, which are coordinated in 
different evened out doubletrees. 

Each leaf center point in the tree connects with the solitary 
secret and stupefied keys of a social affair part Mi. 
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Appropriately, the secret key held by the root center point 
is shared by all of the people and is considered to be the 
social occasion key. Key tree used in the tree-based 
assembling Elliptic Curve Diffie Hellman show. 

SHARING DATA WITHIN THE WORKGROUP 

The centers in the workgroup will shape a social affair key. 
Each social affair part will helpfully contribute its part to 
the overall get-together key. The social affair key is made 
in a typical and contributory way and there is no point of 
failure. we will create a get-together key. The social event 
people are coordinated in an intelligent key request 
known as a key tree. In the scattered key comprehension 
shows we consider, in any case, there is no joined key 
server available. Moreover, an advantage of scattered 
shows over the bound together shows is the development 
in system reliability, in light of the fact that the get-
together key is delivered in a typical and contributory way 
and there is no point of failure. 

To capably stay aware of the social event key in a special 
companion pack with various people, we use the tree-
based assembling Elliptic Curve Diffie Hellman show. Each 
part keeps a lot of keys, which are coordinated in different 
evened out doubletrees. 

Each leaf center point in the tree connects with the solitary 
secret and stupefied keys of a social affair part Mi. As 
needs be, the secret key held by the root center point is 
shared by all of the people and is considered to be the 
social affair key. Key tree used in the tree-based 
assembling Elliptic Curve Diffie Hellman show. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

This fragment partakes in a reenactment to evaluate the 
proposed computation. The preliminaries have been 
driven on the underpinning of a PC with a 1.5 GHz CPU and 
1GB RAM. The functioning system is Windows 7, and 
generation programs are executed in Java with Net beans 
8.0. 

The principal justification for our audit is to choose if 
there is any opening between cryptographic show/plan 
(as far as speculative) and its designing execution. Our 
arrangement will be facilitated with the security factors in 
regards to the way that tending to the proposed system is 
very troublesome, and that the normal key (for instance 
the secret) is never itself conveyed over the channel. 

Our Algorithm utilizes fundamental legitimate 
contemplations improving on execution and avoidance 
from typical Attacks. Security change is useful considering 
how the proposed Algorithm is the justification behind a 
few wellbeing standards and organizations on the web, 
and if the security. Diffie Hellman's key trade approach for 
key movement emanates an impression of being one of the 

really incline toward structures utilized as a piece of 
preparing today. 

CONCLUSION 

The Cloud enlisting as advancement would be taken on the 
off risk that the areas of stress like the security of the data 
will be covered with a full affirmation part. The strength of 
dispersed processing is the ability to regulate risks 
explicitly to security issues. Our proposed model will 
present a system sketch of designing to be embraced by 
artists drew in with executing dispersed processing. 
Security estimations referred to for encryption and 
unscrambling and ways proposed to get to the blended 
media content can be completed in the future to further 
develop the security framework over the association. 

The proposed structure examines our work by giving 
computation executions and conveying results to 
legitimize our thoughts of wellbeing for dispersed figuring. 
For this method for managing fill-in true to form, the cloud 
expert center must cooperate with the client in completing 
the game plan. Some cloud expert associations base their 
game plans on the proposal of client data to marketing 
specialists. These providers apparently might not have any 
desire to allow the client to include their applications with 
the end goal that jam client insurance. 
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